
GOOD PROFILE ESSAY INTERVIEW QUESTIONS

Here's a sample interview guide that Professor Peters and his students use in we call a "profile" that will include only
your words, with my questions edited out. (IF THE STORY IS GOOD AND STRONG) That sounds like a great story.

Questions that elicit childhood memories and influences can be among the most revealing. What is disloyalty?
What can schools, businesses, the government, or families do? Optionally, the essays can be assessed
according to the criteria that were defined in the analysis stage of the genre characteristics. What is the
difference between men and women? You should not ask the same follow-up questions to every person. Write
your essay. What is goodness? Do you consider your work unique? Rather than just collect a list of such
people and events, good interviewers dig deeper to reveal the "why" behind the answers to show how personal
reactions can lead to lifelong influences. What do you do? Are they here? Give us a brief overview of it. Pick
20 questions. All essay topics from a specific interview a profile essay question for finding interview
questions and ideas of essay prompts. Perhaps you find it is written about. What was the happiest day of your
childhood? What should be done to prevent violence? When do people need perseverance? Do you view your
contributions as successful? Interview Questions Note: The following description of process and questions is
presented as a guide. What should be the role of the U. Source How to Analyze Interviews Make a list of the
reasons given by the people you interviewed and the number of people with each opinion. What give people
drive? How can families stay close? You may be doing a feel-good piece, or you may be covering someone in
the midst of controversy. What is nice? Question: What can be done to encourage the development of small
businesses?


